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Abstract

This research work provides a detailed working principle and
official analysis of a multi-offspring crossover operator. The pro-
posed operator explains the true theory of survival-of-fittest using
the foundation of evolutionary theories of biology and ecological
theories of mathematics. We found a considerable improvement
because the proposed operator enhances the opportunity of hav-
ing better offspring, which results in highly competitive popu-
lation. Simulation results of this operator with other competi-
tor crossover operators for one of the combinatorial optimization
problems, i.e. traveling salesman problem, are obviously showing
its pros at better accuracy level. Moreover, the t-test and per-
formance index (PI) establishes the improved significance and
accuracy levels of the proposed operator. Preferable results of
this operator not only confirm its advantages over the others,
but also show long run survival of a generation having a number
of offspring more than the number of parents with the help of
mathematical ecology theory.

Keywords: Traveling salesman problem, genetic algorithms,
crossover operators, multi-offspring, performance index.

1 Introduction

The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is one of the most famous bench-
mark, significant, historic and very important combinatorial optimiza-
tion problem [1]. TSP was documented by Euler in 1759, his interest
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was how to get rid of the knight’s tour problem [2]. It is the fundamen-
tal problem in the fields of computer science, engineering, operations
research, discrete mathematics and graph theory etc. To find the short-
est tour that visits each city by a salesman in a given list exactly once
and then returns to the starting city is the required goal. TSP has ex-
tremely large search spaces and is very difficult to solve, so it is called
a typical non-deterministic polynomial (NP-hard) problem [3]–[5]. The
given n cities, a distance matrix C = [cij ]n×n is searched for a permu-
tation λ : {0, ..., n− 1} −→ {0, ..., n− 1}, where cij is the distance from
city i to city j, which minimizes the traveled distance, f(λ,C):

f(λ,C) =

n−1
∑

i=0

d(cλ(i), cλ(i+1)) + d(cλ(n), cλ(1)), (1)

where λ(i) represents the location of city i in each tour, d(ci, cj) is the
distance between city i and city j and (xi, xj) is a specified position
of each city in a tour in the plane, and the Euclidean distances of the
distance matrix C between the city i and the city j are expressed as:

cij =
√

(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2, (2)

For n cities, there are (n−1)! possible ways to find the tour after fixing
the starting city for asymmetric distances, i.e. cij 6= cji and its half for
symmetric ones, i.e. cij = cji. This type of problems cannot be solved
using traditional optimization approaches like gradient-based methods.
To achieve the optimal solution within a reasonable amount of time,
heuristic approaches are efficient at handling the NP-hard problems [6].
Apart from its theoretical approach, TSP is widely used as a model
in many fields such as vehicle routing problem [7], physical mapping
problems [8], constructing phylogenetic trees [9], machine flow shop
scheduling [10] and so on.

TSP is a very carefully studied problem and received considerable
attention over the last few decades. A lot of algorithms have been pre-
sented to solve this problem by researchers. These algorithms are gen-
erally divided into two classes: exact and approximate algorithms. The
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branch-and-bound [11] and cutting planes [12] are the two examples of
exact algorithms which are excessively time consuming especially in
large scale problems. Approximate algorithms are further classified
into heuristic and meta-heuristic algorithms. There are three classes of
the heuristic algorithm: tour construction, tour improvement and com-
posite methods. To add an unvisited city to the solution at each step
and try to shorten the initial solution are tour construction and tour
improvement methods respectively. Finally, the composite method is
the combination of these two algorithms. In the last three decades, it
has started a new stage of study about optimization problems with the
appearance of meta-heuristic algorithms. These search algorithms have
also been applied on TSP; 2-opt [6], particle swarm optimization [13],
simulated annealing [14], ant colony optimization [15], neural network
[16], tabu search [17], and genetic algorithms (GAs) [18]–[21].

We used genetic algorithm (GA) in this research to solve the TSP.
In the literature of GAs, the pair of parents generated the pair of
offspring. For a long run survival and diversity of species, it should be
desirable to create more offspring than parents. In this research, we
provide a multi-offspring crossover operator to handle this problem and
give a detail discussion how this can be done. The simulation results
with benchmarks show that the proposed operator indeed generates
improved performance as compared to other traditional operators in
the TSP application.

The rest of this article is presented as follows: in Section 2, we
present the overview of GAs for TSP. Theoretical background with
implementation of the proposed operator is presented in Section 3.
The performance evaluation based on simulation study and conclusion
are in Sections 4 and 5 respectively.

2 Genetic algorithms for TSP

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are derivative free stochastic approaches
which are based on biological evolutionary processes proposed by John
Holland [22]. GA is used to search the optimal or near to optimal solu-
tions of various optimization problems. It is one of the main branches of
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evolutionary algorithms, where the natural process from biology disci-
pline is mimicked which was originally described by Darwin [23]. GAs
are iterative processes and iterations are called generations [24]. In
1985, GAs were first time used to solve TSP by Goldberg [25]. A sim-
ple and pure GA for TSP can be defined in the following subsections.

2.1 Chromosome representation

In literature, there have been various representations to encode fea-
sible solutions to solve the TSP using the GAs. Some of them are
binary, path, adjacency, real and matrix representations of the chro-
mosomes. A detailed study of these approaches is presented by Lar-
ranaga et al. [2]. Other than the path, all techniques have com-
plex nature to complete a legal tour for the next generation. A
path representation is desired because it is the most natural and
elaborated way to represent a tour. For example, a nine-city tour
7−→2−→6−→1−→4−→8−→3−→9−→5 can be represented simply as
(7 2 6 1 4 8 3 9 5), and the total distance of this path is

D72 +D26 +D61 +D14 +D48 +D83 +D39 +D95 +D57

2.2 Initial population

A traveling track in the population can be represented by the sequence
of all cities, and an array of integers is used to indicate the sequence of
cities. For example, there is a TSP with nine cities so all 9! tracks are
non-repeating integers from 1 to 9 (both included), such as 7 2 6 1 4
8 3 9 5 is one of them. More generally, if a TSP having ‘m’ cities and
‘n’ is the population size, it means we generate ‘n’ randomly chosen
sequences with each of them containing ‘m’ non-repeating integers.

2.3 Fitness evaluation

The evaluation of individuals in a population is based upon some spe-
cific fitness criteria. It turns from simple to complex if more and more
parameters are added to evaluate an individual. The easiest way to
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evaluate the fitness of an individual is summing up the lengths of its
track [26],[27]. This kind of fitness evaluator is used if all solutions are
feasible and no other constraints are given (like the number of routes,
the maximal length of the route and similar).

2.4 Selection operator

Selection scheme is a procedure in which individuals are selected on the
base of their fitness for mating. There are several methods usually used
for the TSP and these are equally useful for their respective problems.
The commonly used methods are tournament [28], roulette wheel [22]
and rank based [29] methods. Among the above methods, the most
popular one is tournament, where randomly selected individuals com-
pete with one another and the best one is picked for the next phase.
Generally there are two types of tournament methods, i.e. binary and
more than two individuals competing at the same time [30]. We have
used binary tournament selection (BTS) in this research, where two
candidates are selected at random and the better of them is nominated
as a parent. For t-tournament selection, the probability after rank 1 to
the best individual can be defined as:

Pi = N−t((N − i+ 1)t − (N − i)t), (3)

where i ∈ {1, 2, ...N}, N and t are the population and the tournament
sizes respectively. A roulette wheel selection (RWS) is also used in this
study to choose the individuals for mating process. For this purpose,
first we calculate the fitness of all individuals using the following rule:

fi = β(1− β)i; i = 1, 2, ..., N,

where fi is the ith individual of sorted population in ascending order,
and β ∈ (0, 1) and generally suitable within the range of 0.01 to 0.3
[31]. After this, we assign the selection probability of ith individual to
be calculated as follows:

Pi =
fi

∑N
i=1 fi

. (4)
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The next selection approach which we have used in this study is the
linear ranked selection (LRS). This LRS is an alternative approach of
RWS, when fitness values are far away from each other in a population.
The selection probability is linearly assigned to the individuals after
rank 1 to the worst individual as:

pi =
1

N
(η− + (η+ − η−)

i− 1

N − 1
); i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}. (5)

Here η−

N
and η+

N
are the probabilities of the worst and the best chro-

mosomes to be selected respectively. All the individuals get a different
rank even if they have same fitness value. The conditions η+ = 2− η−

and η− ≥ 0 must be fulfilled. All the above mentioned selection proce-
dures have been used in various applications, see for example [32].

2.5 Crossover operator

Crossover is the process of mating selected candidates for the purpose of
producing further offspring. Since these offspring share the characteris-
tics of their parents, hence there must be a rule to make a combination
of these characteristics. The type of crossover is strongly dependent on
the genotype representation of the population. In TSP, the most used
method is path-based crossover technique. To generate offspring from a
combination of the pair of paths, any random point is selected in such a
way that it takes the first portion from one parent and the second por-
tion from the other parent. This approach is called a 1-point crossover.
As a result, there may emerge some infeasible solutions which can be
avoided by putting a constraint that only feasible solutions can enter
into coming generation [33]. Whereas in 2-point crossover (2PX), the
expansion proceeds with a random selection of two points. Since the
middle portion is exchanged here [34],[35], hence it may also become
infeasible. To overcome this problem, Choi et al. [26] randomly insert
missing bits in the middle portion. Another approach to counter this
problem is a Partially-mapped crossover (PMX), where the indexes are
exchanged within the cut-points portion and missing bits are replaced
with their mapping index in the other parent [25]. The order crossover
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(OX) is the next more commonly used operator of 2PX, in which the
central part (from point a to point b, where a < b) is taken from one
parent and other parent is selected from b+1 point circularly onward to
complete the legal offspring [36]. The existing crossover approaches are
less useful because they don’t take the important nodes into account.
It means that some tracks may be divided in half and others may not
even be copied. This can dramatically affect in the new generation
by generating new random tracks irrespective of the good ones. Next
crossover operation is named cycle crossover(CX), which is unusual in
its nature and detects a set of cycles between two selected candidates
in their chromosomes and later it duplicates these cycles one by one to
offspring [37].

The multi-offspring genetic algorithm (MO-GA) was proposed by
Wang et al. [31]. It builds offspring preserving the relative order of bits
of one parent by choosing a sub-tour of other parent. First of all the
parent’s track is divided into three regions after applying two random
cut points. This scheme produces four offspring in two stages. In the
first stage, its work is similar as OX, where the middle portion (from
point a to point b, where a < b) is taken from one parent and the other
parent is selected from b + 1 point circularly onward to complete the
legal offspring. In the second stage, exchange regions 1 and 2 or simply
de-track the original tracks of parents. Find region 3 elements from
the first new parent, delete the corresponding ones in the second new
parent, and vice versa. After this the regions 3 of both parents are
replaced with each other for producing offspring. We also proposed a
new multi-offspring crossover operator in this study which is presented
in Section 4.

2.6 Mutation operator

Mutation operator expands the search space by a small degree. It is
rare happening in nature and similar as that in GAs, where the muta-
tion probability factor is predefined by the researchers. Since mutation
causes extraordinary results to genetic principle, hence its factor must
be small. It is the simplest operator in GAs which can be used in
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various ways. A fractional change in genotype may result in a reason-
able change in the next generation. Dealing with TSP, the simplest
mutation can be completed by random exchange of any two cities in
a route as an exchange mutation (EM) [38]. The other approach is
insertion mutation (IM) which shifts the selected city from its original
place and inserts it on another random place [39],[40]. Another popular
approach is inversion mutation (INM), where a specific sub-track of a
chromosome is inverted [39],[41]. If only two cities in a chromosome
are inverted, then it is called the swap mutation (SM) [42].

2.7 Termination criteria

Generally, the termination criteria vary with the nature of research.
It may be time dependent process as done with evolving the limited
time only 1800 seconds [43]. Another option is the limitation of gener-
ations as done [27] with maximum of 1000 while [44] used up to 50,000
generations. The other significant process of evaluation is terminating
when candidates stay the same for 30% of the generation limit [45].
Researchers [44] stopped the evolution process when almost 95% of
the population is converged to one unique solution. This research uses
two criteria to stop the process, i.e. a tour shorter than the current
optimum trip has not been found during 300 consecutive iterations oth-
erwise to complete the process with a maximum number of generations,
i.e. 5000.

3 Theoretical background of MO-OX

3.1 Biological theory foundation

In the literature, the GA for TSP explains a pair of parents producing
a pair of offspring [21],[46]. However the biological evolution proceeds
in such a way that it generates equal or less than a pair of parents,
which is uncommon. Since having the risk of extinction the generation
or being less competitive, it is desirable to have the number of offspring
more than two in genetic. When the number of offspring is larger than
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2 from two better parents, there is more competition among them to
survive, with increases chances of better offspring.

3.2 Mathematical ecological theory foundation

The probability of extinction of species can be illustrated by supposing
that a pair of species has only two offspring at first. The probability of
population size that leads to “0” at a certain time “t” can be defined
as:

P0(t|i = 1) =
η exp((θ − η)t)− η

θ exp((θ − η)t)− η
, (6)

where i denotes the size of the initial population, η and θ are the mor-
tality and fertility rates respectively. This population can be extinct
with time elapsing by the following probability:

P0(t) = [P0(t|i = 1)]i = [
η exp((θ − η)t)− η

θ exp((θ − η)t) − η
]i. (7)

As t−→ ∞, three scenarios of equation (7) can be observed:

(1) When the mortality rate equals the fertility rate, i.e. η = θ,
equation (7) is expressed as a series of exponential terms. Letting
θ − η = r, then P0(t) as t−→ ∞ should be

P0(t) = [
η(1 + rt+ r2t2/2! + ...)− η

θ(1 + rt+ r2t2/2! + ...)− η
]i. (8)

If η equals to θ, then r−→0, so we are eliminating r2 and higher
terms and get the following expression:

P0(t) −→ [
ηrt

(θ + θrt)− η
]i −→ [

ηrt

(θ − η) + θrt
]i −→ [

ηrt

(r + θrt
]i.

(9)
Hence,

lim
t→∞

[
θt

1 + θt
]i = 1. (10)
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It means that the species should become extinct with 100% prob-
ability (shown in equation (10)), even when the mortality rate
equals to the fertility rate.

(2) If the mortality rate is greater than fertility rate in each genera-
tion, i.e. η > θ. Letting θ − η = −r, then the exponential terms
of equation (7) would be “0” when t−→ ∞ and we get:

P0(t) −→ [
η exp(−rt)− η

θ exp(−rt)− η
]i, (11)

and finally it leads to

lim
t→∞

(P0(t)) = 1.

Hence, in this scenario with growing the time, species should
become extinct.

(3) If the mortality rate is less than fertility rate in each generation,
i.e. η < θ, the equation (7) as t−→ ∞ can be expressed as follows:

P0(t) −→ [
η exp(t)− η

θ exp(t)− η
]i. (12)

Hence,

lim
t→∞

(P0(t)) = [
η

θ
]i.

According to equation (12), there is no guarantee that such a
population will never become extinct because a finite probability
exists for the extinction. However, if the mortality rate is much
lower than the fertility rate, then we have the least probability of
biological extinction.

According to mathematical ecological theory in biology, if θ = η for a
certain population, the probability of population extinction is 1. Thus,
the probability distribution of biological population size depends on the
product of fertility rate and time when the biological initial population
is known. Hence, it is important to improve the fertility rate of species
to get better individuals in possible shortest time.
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3.3 Multi-offspring crossover procedure

The new extension involves producing four offspring, two from each
technique of direct ordering, as well as the other one being from revers
ordering of the parents tracks, so we suggested multi-offspring order
crossover (MO-OX). Consider an example of the two parents tours
(with randomly two cut points marked by “|”):

P1 = (9 4 5 | 2 8 1 | 6 7 3) and

P2 = (3 6 1 | 9 7 8 | 2 4 5).

The MO-OX is utilized in two stages to generate four offspring. In
Stage 1, the crossover operation is as follows:

Stage 1: The offspring are produced in the following way. First, the
bits are copied down between the cuts with similar way into the
offspring, which gives:

O1 = (× × × | 2 8 1 | × × ×) and

O2 = (× × × | 9 7 8 | × × ×).

After this, starting from the second cut point of one parent, the
bits from the other parent are copied in the same order omitting
existing bits. As the sequence of the bits in the second parent
from the second cut point is:

2− 4− 5− 3− 6− 1− 9− 7− 8

after removal of bits 2, 8 and 1, which already exist in the first
offspring, the new sequence is:

4− 5− 3− 6− 9− 7.

To complete the first offspring, this new sequence is placed start-
ing from the second cut point:

O1 = (6 9 7 | 2 8 1 | 4 5 3).

Analogously, we complete the second offspring as well:

O2 = (5 2 1 | 9 7 8 | 6 3 4).
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Stage 2: In Stage 2, the offspring are produced in the following way.
First, the bits are copied down between the cuts with similar way
into the offspring, which gives:

O1 = (× × × | 2 8 1 | × × ×) and

O2 = (× × × | 9 7 8 | × × ×).

After this, starting from the first cut point of one parent, the bits
from the other parent are copied in the reverse order omitting
existing bits. The reverse sequence of the bits in the second
parent from the first cut point is as follows:

1− 6− 3− 5− 4− 2− 8− 7− 9.

After removal of bits 2, 8 and 1, which are already in the first
offspring, the new sequence is:

6− 3− 5− 4− 7− 9.

This sequence is placed in the first offspring starting from the
first cut point with reverse sequence as:

O1 = (5 3 6 | 2 8 1 | 9 7 4).

Analogously, we complete the second offspring as well:

O2 = (3 4 5 | 9 7 8 | 2 1 6).

The newer scheme, by combining both OX and ROX can be termed
as a multi-offspring order crossover (MO-OX). Hence, we differentiate
MO-OX in the Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 The Pseudo-code of MO-OX
N ←− no. of cities
i ←− 1
while (i <= N) do

P1 ←− a sequence of the first parent
P2 ←− a sequence of the second parent
cut1 ←− random point at the same location on parents
cut2 ←− another random point at the same location on parents
offspring1 ←− P1(cut1 to cut2) %child by OX
offspring2 ←− P2(cut1 to cut2) %child by ROX
offspring3 ←− P1(cut1 to cut2) %child by RX
offspring4 ←− P2(cut1 to cut2) %child by ROX

% For offspring1 in clockwise direction
i ←− cut2, j ←− i
while (length of offspring1 ! = length of P1) do

if find((offspring1 == P1(i))) %if value already exists in offspring1
i = i + 1

else

offspring1(j) = P1(i)
i ←− i + 1; j ←− j + 1;

end if

if (i > length of P1)
i ←− 1

end if

if (j > length of P1)
j ←− 1

end if

end while

%Similarly to offspring3 from P2%
% For offspring2 in anticlockwise direction

i ←− cut1, j ←− i
while (length of offspring2 ! = length of P1) do

if find ((offspring2 == P1(i))) %if value already exists in offspring2
i = i - 1

else

offspring2(j) = P1(i)
i ←− i - 1; j ←− j - 1;

end if

if(i==0)
i ←− length of P1

end if

if(j==0)
j ←− length of P1

end if

end while

%Similarly to offspring4 from P2%
end while
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4 Performance evaluation

4.1 Computational testing methodology

To evaluate the performances of the proposed MO-OX, computational
experiments have been performed by using six benchmark instances
which are taken from the traveling salesman problem library (TSPLIB)
[47]. The test benchmarks are Euclidean, two-dimensional symmetric
and asymmetric problems with 42, 53, 171, 180, 443, and 532 cities.
In our simulation experiments, all GA programs were implemented in
MATLAB version R2015a. Table 1 shows the state-of-the-art para-
metric configuration of the GA, and complete methodology for all the
experiments performed in this research is shown in Figure 1. More-
over, we used two stopping criteria for our simulation experiments, i.e.
attaining the maximum number of generations and if the tour, shorter
than the current optimal tour, is not being found during the last 300
consecutive generations.

Figure 1. The methodology flow chart for simulation study
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Table 1. Parametric configuration for GA
Parameter Value
Population size 200
Selection criteria BTS, RWS, RBS
Crossover rate 100%
Mutation method EM, INM
Mutation rate 20%
Maximum generation 5000
Replacement in GA Steady-state GA

Since GAs belong to the class of stochastic search algorithms, we
employ statistical hypothesis testing using the two independent samples
t-test. The equation (13) presents the general expression for the applied
t-test such as:

t =
x̄1 − x̄2

sp

√

1
n1

+ 1
n2

, (13)

where,

s2p =
(n1 − 1)s21 + (n2 − 1)s22

n1 + n2 − 2
,

and x̄1 and x̄2 are the averages of 30 trails for the proposed and rival op-
erators respectively. Similarly, s21 and s22 are standard deviations (S.D)
of the proposed and contemporary method, respectively. A statistical
significant difference is then quantified at α = 0.05 (95% confidence)
level of significance, under the null hypothesis stating that “MO-OX
and the selected operator converge equally fast under given settings”.

We also used the performance index (PI) criteria which is widely
used to compare the newly proposed techniques for population-based
heuristic algorithms [48]–[51]. The relative performances using PI are
calculable as:

PI =
1

Np

Np
∑

i=1

(k1α
i
1 + k2α

i
2 + k3α

i
3),
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where,

αi
1 =

Ai

MAi

αi
2 =

Si

MSi

αi
3 =

Ri

MRi
; for i = 1, 2, ..., Np

and

Np: Total number of problems analyzed

Ai: Average values of objective function of ith problem for all com-
peting operators

MAi: Minimum of average value of objective function of ith problem
obtained through all competing operators

Si: Standard deviations of objective function of ith problem for all
competing operators

MSi: Minimum of Standard deviation of objective function of ith prob-
lem obtained through all competing operators

Ri: Relative errors of objective function of ith problem for all com-
peting operators

MRi: Minimum of relative error of objective function of ith problem
obtained through all competing operators.

Where k1, k2 and k3 are the weights of aforementioned criteria, such
that k1 + k2 + k3 = 1 for all 0 ≤ k1, k2, k3 ≤ 1. Following the [49], the
weights are assigned as:

case(a) : k1 = w, k2 = k3 = (1− w)/2, 0 ≤ w ≤ 1

case(b) : k2 = w, k1 = k3 = (1− w)/2, 0 ≤ w ≤ 1

case(c) : k3 = w, k2 = k3 = (1− w)/2, 0 ≤ w ≤ 1,
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such that two criteria are given equal weights. For demonstration pur-
poses, we explain in all the PI’s Figures with respect to three cases:
case (a), the S.D and R.E are given the same weights, whereas in case
(b), mean and R.E have the same weights and in the last case (c), same
weights have been assigned to mean and S.D.

4.2 Simulation-based results and discussions
This section examines the performance comparisons between the pro-
posed MO-OX and the other most used approaches for permutation
based crossover operators. For a better evaluation, we compared the
proposed MO-OX to MO-GA, OX, PMX and CX in parallel with three
selection and two mutation operators. The selection operators which
are used in this study are binary tournament selection (BTS), roulette
wheel selection (RWS) and linear rank selection (LRS). The exchange
mutation (EM) and inversion mutation (INM) are used for random
changes in each generation. So there are six groups of experiments
conducted as five crossovers examined with each pair of three selection
and two mutation operators.

Table 2 summarizes the results of five competing crossover operators
with BTS and EM. The results are compared on the basis of average,
S.D and R.E in percentage (%) values. The significant improvements in
the results of MO-OX with respect to each other approach are indicated
through t-values. The proposed operator indicated less than average
values for all six benchmarks with low S.D as well. According to the
critical value (t = - 2.00), all computed t-values are less than -2.00 for
all six benchmark instances except of one operator for rbg443 instance
and one for att532 instance, which is MO-GA. The bold t-test values
have shown the significantly improved performance by the proposed
operator. The other two values of t-statistic which are not bold (non-
significant), but are negative, indicate a better average performance by
the proposed operator. In other words, the simulation results found
by the MO-OX are statistically significantly better than the solution
quality by the other four crossover approaches (MO-GA, OX, PMX
and CX). For the given setting of experiment, the relevant graphs of
PI for each case are shown in Figure 2, where weights are presented
on horizontal axis and PI stays at vertical axis. A vividly superior
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performance of the proposed MO-OX can be observed as compared to
the existing alternatives in all three cases.

As it was mentioned previously, we also have tested the performance
of the MO-OX with the same selection method BTS and new mutation
approach INM in Table 3. These results are comparable with the Ta-
ble 2 results based on average, S.D and R.E performance for all used
benchmarks. Based on our simulation results, we can say that BTS
has given better results with EM other than with INM. MO-OX sta-
tistically outperforms (bold t-test values) than the other four crossover
approaches for five out of six benchmark instances (t ≤ - 2.00). The
only two operators (MO-GA and OX) are non-significant with the pro-
posed operator for the benchmark rbg443. For this experiment, the
PI for each case are shown in Figure 3, where we also observed a su-
perior performance by the newly proposed operator for all the given
benchmarks.

We continue our simulation study to check the performance of the
proposed operator along with other crossover methods and different
techniques of selection and mutation. Likewise, in Table 4, we tested
the performance of the proposed operator MO-OX with the pair of
RWS (selection operator) and EM (mutation operator). The simula-
tion results summarize the lower average, S.D and R.E values for all
benchmarks. Based on statistical perspective, the MO-OX outperforms
(bold t-test values) all the other crossover methods for all six bench-
mark instances (t ≤ - 2.00) except in one case when compared with
MO-GA for the problem rbg443. Through the indicator PI, the MO-
OX performs better than all other competing operators (see Figure 4).

Table 5 shows the simulation results of the crossover operators but
with another mutation approach, i.e. INM, which only differs from
Table 4 approaches. The conclusion based on our results indicated
that RWS is better performing with EM other than INM. The MO-GA
operator is insignificant with the proposed one only for the instance
rbg443. Table 6 summarizes the results of all six used crossover opera-
tors along with LRS (selection operator) and EM (mutation operator).
The experiment results demonstrated that the proposed approach has
a significant improvement as compared to all other approaches. The
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significance of such improvement is validated through t-test values (t
≤ - 2.00). We presented our more simulation results with LRS and
INM in Table 7. The results are clearly in the favor of MO-OX in
all measurement aspects. MO-GA is insignificant with the proposed
one only for the instance ftv170. Finally, with all these changes in the
GA’s experiments, the PI performs outstanding in the favor of proposed
crossover operator (see Figures 5 to 7).

In summary, the simulation results with the six TSP instances show
that MO-OX is effective and gave significantly better results through-
out the Tables 2 to 7 along with Figures 2 to 7. The main and first
purpose to conduct the series of experiments in this study is to mea-
sure the performance of the proposed operator with all other competing
crossover operators. The second purpose of the simulation is to detect
the best against of selection and mutation operators which work bet-
ter with these crossover operators. The binary tournament (BTS) and
exchange mutation (EM) is the best pair to perform better with these
crossover operators (Table 2). Finally, we can conclude our final re-
marks based on all simulation results of Tables 2 to 7 for minimizing
the total travel distance with less variations and relative measures, and
more performance indexes. These results suggest that the proposed
MO-OX achieve significantly better solution quality for all used bench-
mark instances when compared to the other four alternative crossover
approaches.

5 Conclusion

Unlike other meta-heuristic methods, GA exploits natural rules of selec-
tion, crossover and mutation, in search of optimal solutions. Inspired by
the key role of crossover operator in the scheme of GA, this article sug-
gested a new crossover operator, namely multi-offspring order crossover
(MO-OX) operator. This new approach generates four offspring which
shows that it can effectively enhance the search ability of the algorithm
by producing more possible solutions. The performance of MO-OX is
studied by comparing with four highly debated and commonly used
existing alternatives (MO-GA, OX, PMX and CX), through rigorous
simulation study. Based on various performance evaluation criteria,
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i.e. average performance in 30 trails, S.D, R.E, two-tailed t-test and
performance index, a superior performance of the proposed operator is
observed.

Table 2. Comparison Results of Crossover Operators with BTS and
EM

Instance Optimal Crossover Average R.E S.D t-test

MO-OX 707 1.14 06 -

MO-GA 721 3.15 15 -4.67

dantzig42 699 OX 722 3.29 23 -3.30

PMX 739 5.72 33 -5.14

CX 748 7.01 35 -6.22

MO-OX 7114 3.03 109 -

MO-GA 7329 6.14 152 -6.19

ft53 6905 OX 7387 6.98 197 -6.52

PMX 7412 7.34 211 -6.76

CX 7518 8.88 273 -7.40

MO-OX 2932 6.42 175 -

MO-GA 3061 11.11 208 -2.56

ftv170 2755 OX 3112 12.96 221 -3.44

PMX 3088 12.09 198 -3.18

CX 3191 15.83 277 -4.26

MO-OX 1997 2.41 28 -

MO-GA 2071 6.21 70 -5.29

brg180 1950 OX 2059 5.59 62 -4.91

PMX 2053 5.28 72 -3.90

CX 2087 7.03 95 -4.89

MO-OX 3518 29.34 317 -

MO-GA 3714 36.54 414 -2.02

rbg443 2720 OX 3609 32.68 343 -1.05

PMX 3683 35.40 309 -2.01

CX 3802 39.78 449 -2.78

MO-OX 28962 4.61 466 -

MO-GA 29271 5.72 573 -2.25

att532 27686 OX 29152 5.30 522 -1.46

PMX 29436 6.32 487 -5.97

CX 29629 7.02 627 -4.60
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Figure 2. The display of performance index (PI) when: (a) k1 = w and
k2 = k3 = 1−w

2 ; (b) k2 = w and k1 = k3 = 1−w
2 ; and (c) k3 = w and

k1 = k2 =
1−w
2
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Table 3. Comparison Results of Crossover Operators with BTS and
INM

Instance Optimal Crossover Average R.E S.D t-test

MO-OX 718 2.72 14 -

MO-GA 743 6.29 24 -4.85

dantzig42 699 OX 751 7.44 31 -5.22

PMX 744 6.44 28 -4.47

CX 759 8.58 33 -6.16

MO-OX 7209 4.40 187 -

MO-GA 7394 7.08 208 -3.56

ft53 6905 OX 7406 7.26 273 -3.21

PMX 7493 8.52 298 -4.35

CX 7527 9.01 330 -4.51

MO-OX 2951 7.11 192 -

MO-GA 3097 12.41 179 -3.00

ftv170 2755 OX 3176 15.28 253 -3.81

PMX 3140 13.97 244 -3.28

CX 3231 17.28 291 -4.33

MO-OX 2018 3.49 54 -

MO-GA 2131 9.28 101 -5.31

brg180 1950 OX 2099 7.64 88 -4.22

PMX 2152 10.36 112 -5.80

CX 2190 12.31 131 -6.54

MO-OX 3573 31.36 350 -

MO-GA 3648 34.12 395 -0.77

rbg443 2720 OX 3741 37.54 402 -1.70

PMX 3788 39.26 374 -2.26

CX 3856 41.76 471 -2.60

MO-OX 29623 7.00 499 -

MO-GA 29931 8.11 548 -2.24

att532 27686 OX 30111 8.76 573 -3.46

PMX 30749 11.06 732 -6.84

CX 31008 12.00 987 -6.74
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Figure 3. The display of performance index (PI) when: (a) k1 = w and
k2 = k3 = 1−w

2 ; (b) k2 = w and k1 = k3 = 1−w
2 ; and (c) k3 = w and

k1 = k2 =
1−w
2
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Table 4. Comparison Results of Crossover Operators with RWS and
EM

Instance Optimal Crossover Average R.E S.D t-test

MO-OX 710 1.57 08 -

MO-GA 727 4.01 18 -4.65

dantzig42 699 OX 718 2.72 14 -2.67

PMX 731 4.58 29 -3.76

CX 756 8.15 40 -6.07

MO-OX 7142 3.43 122 -

MO-GA 7388 6.99 149 -6.88

ft53 6905 OX 7408 7.28 231 -5.48

PMX 7453 7.94 260 -5.83

CX 7485 8.40 279 -6.07

MO-OX 2937 6.61 223 -

MO-GA 3096 12.38 217 -2.75

ftv170 2755 OX 3153 14.45 263 -3.37

PMX 3164 14.85 251 -3.64

CX 3172 15.14 318 -3.26

MO-OX 2009 3.03 057 -

MO-GA 2121 8.77 103 -5.12

brg180 1950 OX 2095 7.44 084 -4.56

PMX 2140 9.74 099 -6.18

CX 2179 11.74 111 -7.34

MO-OX 3550 30.51 374 -

MO-GA 3693 35.77 452 -1.31

rbg443 2720 OX 3761 38.27 412 -2.04

PMX 3742 37.57 384 -1.93

CX 3783 39.08 477 -2.07

MO-OX 29311 5.87 776 -

MO-GA 29894 7.98 707 -2.99

att532 27686 OX 30040 12.48 689 -3.78

PMX 29993 8.33 887 -3.12

CX 30301 13.06 990 -4.24
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Figure 4. The display of performance index (PI) when: (a) k1 = w and
k2 = k3 = 1−w

2 ; (b) k2 = w and k1 = k3 = 1−w
2 ; and (c) k3 = w and

k1 = k2 =
1−w
2
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Table 5. Comparison Results of Crossover Operators with RWS and
INM

Instance Optimal Crossover Average R.E S.D t-test

MO-OX 719 2.86 12 -

MO-GA 735 5.15 20 -3.69

dantzig42 699 OX 728 4.15 19 -2.16

PMX 749 7.15 38 -4.05

CX 744 6.44 31 -4.05

MO-OX 7304 5.78 167 -

MO-GA 7474 8.24 202 -3.49

ft53 6905 OX 7525 8.98 253 -3.93

PMX 7582 9.80 288 -4.50

CX 7483 8.37 312 -2.72

MO-OX 3071 11.47 211 -

MO-GA 3233 17.35 264 -2.58

ftv170 2755 OX 3210 16.52 283 -2.12

PMX 3303 19.89 246 -3.85

CX 3346 21.45 298 -4.06

MO-OX 2024 3.79 069 -

MO-GA 2132 9.33 113 -4.39

brg180 1950 OX 2168 11.18 142 -4.91

PMX 2185 12.05 130 -5.89

CX 2262 16.00 128 -8.81

MO-OX 3591 32.02 383 -

MO-GA 3689 35.63 456 -0.89

rbg443 2720 OX 3794 39.49 375 -2.04

PMX 3799 39.67 394 -2.04

CX 3851 41.58 459 -2.34

MO-OX 29654 7.11 865 -

MO-GA 30753 11.08 954 -4.60

att532 27686 OX 31631 14.25 876 -8.64

PMX 31892 15.19 989 -9.17

CX 31504 13.79 981 -7.62
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Figure 5. The display of performance index (PI) when: (a) k1 = w and
k2 = k3 = 1−w

2 ; (b) k2 = w and k1 = k3 = 1−w
2 ; and (c) k3 = w and

k1 = k2 =
1−w
2
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Table 6. Comparison Results of Crossover Operators with LRS and
EM

Instance Optimal Crossover Average R.E S.D t-test

MO-OX 725 3.72 18 -

MO-GA 741 6.01 29 -2.52

dantzig42 699 OX 753 7.73 35 -3.83

PMX 754 7.86 39 -3.64

CX 760 8.73 52 -3.43

MO-OX 7217 4.52 131 -

MO-GA 7376 6.82 183 -3.80

ft53 6905 OX 7371 6.75 214 -3.31

PMX 7439 7.73 241 -4.36

CX 7502 8.65 298 -4.71

MO-OX 2953 7.19 169 -

MO-GA 3084 11.94 219 -2.55

ftv170 2755 OX 3059 11.03 204 -2.15

PMX 3104 12.67 217 -2.96

CX 3214 16.66 306 -4.02

MO-OX 2001 2.62 32 -

MO-GA 2093 7.33 65 -6.84

brg180 1950 OX 2114 8.41 79 -7.14

PMX 2177 11.64 97 -9.28

CX 2197 12.67 113 -8.99

MO-OX 3573 31.36 392 -

MO-GA 3794 39.49 416 -2.08

rbg443 2720 OX 3716 36.62 388 -1.40

PMX 3791 39.38 405 -2.08

CX 3865 42.10 483 -2.53

MO-OX 29782 7.57 864 -

MO-GA 30764 11.12 968 -4.08

att532 27686 OX 31081 12.26 892 -5.63

PMX 30749 11.06 979 -3.99

CX 31138 12.47 785 -6.26
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Figure 6. The display of performance index (PI) when: (a) k1 = w and
k2 = k3 = 1−w

2 ; (b) k2 = w and k1 = k3 = 1−w
2 ; and (c) k3 = w and

k1 = k2 =
1−w
2
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Table 7. Comparison Results of Crossover Operators with LRS and
INM

Instance Optimal Crossover Average R.E S.D t-test

MO-OX 735 5.15 20 -

MO-GA 749 7.15 27 -2.24

dantzig42 699 OX 759 8.58 33 -3.35

PMX 772 10.44 47 -3.90

CX 770 10.16 59 -3.03

MO-OX 7184 4.04 138 -

MO-GA 7279 5.42 162 -2.40

ft53 6905 OX 7387 6.98 227 -4.12

PMX 7421 7.47 249 -4.48

CX 7490 8.47 213 -6.49

MO-OX 2968 7.73 171 -

MO-GA 3004 9.04 192 -0.75

ftv170 2755 OX 3143 14.08 246 -3.15

PMX 3175 15.25 217 -4.03

CX 3185 15.61 278 -3.58

MO-OX 2012 3.18 36 -

MO-GA 2077 6.51 77 -4.12

brg180 1950 OX 2114 8.41 86 -5.89

PMX 2210 13.33 123 -8.32

CX 2233 14.51 116 -7.04

MO-OX 3547 30.40 443 -

MO-GA 3796 39.56 487 -2.04

rbg443 2720 OX 3828 40.74 513 -2.23

PMX 3841 41.21 519 -2.32

CX 3854 41.69 468 -2.57

MO-OX 30313 9.49 795 -

MO-GA 30975 11.88 876 -3.01

att532 27686 OX 30844 11.41 922 -2.35

PMX 31759 14.71 985 -6.15

CX 31627 14.24 878 -5.97
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Figure 7. The display of performance index (PI) when: (a) k1 = w and
k2 = k3 = 1−w

2 ; (b) k2 = w and k1 = k3 = 1−w
2 ; and (c) k3 = w and

k1 = k2 =
1−w
2
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